The evidence for prolonged muscle stretching in ankle joint management in upper motor neuron lesions: considerations for rehabilitation - a systematic review.
As clinicians, muscles stretching approaches are one of the most commonly used interventions in rehabilitation. However, there is a need for an in-depth evaluation of research on prolonged stretching in terms of the features of the stretching approaches, such as duration and frequency, as well as the compatible measures of a successful stretching approach. This review is an effort to synthesize findings from studies on "prolonged" stretching approaches in patients with UMNs including stroke, spinal cord injuries, and traumatic brain injuries. We investigated the compatible features of successful stretching regimens in terms of reducing spasticity, improving the Active Range of Motion (AROM), Passive Range of Motion (PROM), and gait training of spastic patient with upper motor neuron lesions. Studies evaluating the effectiveness of "prolonged" stretching on spastic ankle planterflexor muscles and its complications were critically reviewed, and the level of evidence was analyzed. There is a sufficient level of evidence to support the use of stretching as and effective techniques in rehabilitation. However, more research is yet to be done to objectively examine the ideal parameters of a successful stretching approach using functional assessments, such as walking, speed, walking capacity, and balance. The review adds stronger understanding with regard to stretching considerations in rehabilitation following UMNs. The ideal approach, as well as the functional implications on motor performance are yet to be further studied.